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1. AIM : To study and analyze the behavior of the PSTN TST switch on Trainer kit.
2. PRE-LAB REQUISITES :
1. Concept of public switch telephone network.
3. KIT REQUIRED :
1. PSTN TST switch trainer kit.
4. THEORY :
The public switched telephone network (PSTN) is the aggregate of the world's circuitswitched telephone networks that are operated by national, regional, or local
telephony operators, providing infrastructure and services for public
telecommunication. The PSTN consists of telephone lines, fiber optic cables,
microwave transmission links, cellular networks, communications satellites, and
undersea telephone cables, all interconnected by switching centers, thus allowing any
telephone in the world to communicate with any other.
The PSTN T-S-T System consists of following sections.
1. Input signal Generators
2. Sampling Pulse Generator
3. Time Division switching section – T switching
4. Space Division switching section – S switching
5. Time division Switching (demultiplexing) section. – T switching
6. Power supply.
(1) Input Signal Generator section:
Sine wave generator- 4 Nos.:
IC 1 (ICL 8038) waveform generator IC is used generate sine wave signal. Preset is
used to fix its frequency to 250Hz, 500Hz, and 1KHz, 2Khz. Presets Pr1 and Pr2 are
adjusted for proper peaks of sine wave signal. Pr3 is used to adjust duty cycle. The

sine wave output signal is available at pin 2 of IC1 and it is then amplified by IC4.
The amplified output is available output terminals. Pot P1 is used to vary the
amplitude of Sinewave signal. The output amplitude varies from 0 to 5Vpp.
(2) Sampling Pulse Generator section:
To generate time division switching (multiplexing) Sample and Hold circuit is used.
The sampling pulse generator is required to provide sampling signal to S/H circuit.
This section is based on voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) IC CD4046B. The pulse
frequency is determined by varying control voltage of VCO at pin 9 of this IC. This
control voltage is varied by frequency pot (10K Pot).
This section generates thus sampling signal of variable frequency 2 to 128KHz width.
(3) Time Division Switching (Multiplexing) section – T switching:
To generate TDM signal Sample and Hold circuit and Analog switches are used. The
sampling pulse generator is required to provide multiplexing of four different signals.
The four input signal are given to four different input of multiplexer IC CD 4053B.
This IC passes signal - 1 during "00" counting pulse of counter, which counts
sampling pulse. Signal-2 is sampled during "01" count. Similarly signal-3 and signal 4 are sampled during "10" and "11" counting. Thus at the output the multiplexed
signal is available.
(4) Space Division switching section – S switching: To transfer Time division switched into space switching, cross point IC is used. The
IC 22100 is 4x4 space switching circuit. It accepts inputs at X1, X2, X3 and X4 input
points. The out points are Y1, Y2, Y3 and Y4.
Any one input can be switched to any one-output point by control inputs. The control
input consists of four address inputs A, B, C and D. Output depends on values of A,
B, C, D and strobe inputs.
(5) Time Division Switching (Demultiplexing) section – T switching: -:
This section is based on Demultiplexer IC CD 4053B and low pass filters. The TDM
multiplexed signal is applied to this IC. The sampling signal is also applied to this IC.
Then this IC passes signal-1 to the output 1during "00" count of sampling pulse while
it passes signal-2 to output -2 during "01" count of sampling pulse.
Similarly signal-3 and signal-4 are passed during to output during "10" and "11" count
respectively. Thus it demultiplexes four signals. After that these four signals are
passed through four different Low pass filters, which passes only low frequencies up
to 3.4 KHz and reduces all other frequencies. Thus this removes high frequency
sampling noise of PAM signal. This section is based on two 741 ICs and R-C circuits.
By removing high frequency we recover original modulating signal.
(6) Power supply section: The regulated power supply is used for different supply voltages. Following output
D.C. Voltages required to operate the trainer are +15V, 250mA, -15V, 250mA, +5V,
250mA. Three terminal regulators are used for different output voltages i.e. IC 7805
for + 5V, IC 7815 for +15V, IC 7915 for -15V, These ICs are supplied different dc
input voltages by two Half-wave rectifiers consisting of D1- D4 and D5-D8 and C1,

C2, C3, C4. The capacitors at each input and each output are for filtering purpose. SW
301 is main AC ON/OFF Switch.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING/DEMULTIPLEXING

5. PROCEDURE :1.

First connect jumper TDM o/p from multiplexer section to TDM I/P of demultiplexer
section.
2. Connect signal input-1 terminal of multiplexer section to sinewave signal of sine wave
generator with
frequency amplitude 1 Vpp. ____________Waveform (W1)

3. Connect signal input-2 terminal of multiplexer section to sinewave signal with amplitude
1 Vpp.
____________Waveform (W2)

4. Connect signal input-3 terminal of multiplexer section to sinewave signal with amplitude
1Vpp.
____________Waveform (W3)

5. Connect signal input-4 terminal of multiplexer section to sinewave signal with amplitude
1Vpp.
____________Waveform (W4)

6. Connect Pulse output of Sampling pulse generator to sampling pulse input of S/H circuit.
____________Waveform (W5)

7. Keep Frequency pot of Sampling pulse generator in mid position.
8. Connect CRO Channel 1 at TDM O/P signal. (T-Switching) Observe TDM signal
____________Waveform (W6)

6. CONCLUSION :
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1. AIM : To study and analyze the behavior of the CDMA Trainer kit designed to provide
experimental knowledge of CDMA Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
Modulation/Demodulation technique.
2. PRE-LAB REQUISITES :
1. Concept about working of CDMA and modulation/demodulation.
3. THEORY :
Code division multiple access (CDMA) is a channel access method used by various
radio communication technologies. CDMA is an example of multiple access, where
several transmitters can send information simultaneously over a single
communication channel. This allows several users to share a band of frequencies (see
bandwidth). To permit this without undue interference between the users, CDMA
employs spread-spectrum technology and a special coding scheme (where each
transmitter is assigned a code). CDMA is used as the access method in many mobile
phone standards such as cdmaOne, CDMA2000 (the 3G evolution of cdmaOne), and
WCDMA (the 3G standard used by GSM carriers), which are often referred to as
simply CDMA.
Spread Spectrum techniques were and are still used in military applications, because
of their high security, and their less susceptibility to interference from other parties. In
this technique, multiple users share the same bandwidth, without significantly
interfering with each other. The spreading waveform is controlled by a Pseudo-Noise
(PN) sequence, which is a binary random sequence. This PN is then multiplied with
the original baseband signal, which has a lower frequency, which yields a spread
waveform that has a noise like properties. In the receiver, the opposite happens, when
the pass band signal is first demodulated, and then despreads using the same PN
waveform. An important factor here is the synchronization between the two generated
sequences.
Pseudo Noise (PN)
A Pseudo Noise or Pseudorandom sequence is a binary sequence with an
autocorrelation that resembles, over a period, the autocorrelation of a random binary
sequence. It is generated using a Shift Register, and a Combinational Logic circuit as
its feedback. The Logic Circuit determines the PN words. Maximum–Length PN
sequence is a sequence of period 2m. 1 generated by a linear feedback shift register,

which has feedback logic of only modulo–2 adders (XOR Gates). Some properties of
the Maximum–Length sequences are:
In each period of a maximum–length sequence, the number of 1s is always one more
than the number of 0s. This is called the Balance property.
Among the runs of 1s and 0s in each period of such sequence, one–half the runs of
each kind are of length one, one–fourth are of length two, one–eighth are of length
three, and so on. This is called the Run property.
Direct Sequence - Spread Spectrum
In Direct Sequence-Spread Spectrum the baseband waveform is multiplied by the PN
sequence. The PN is produced using a PN generator. Frequency of the PN is higher
than the Data signal. This generator consists of a shift register, and a logic circuit that
determines the PN signal. After spreading, the signal is modulated and transmitted.
The most widely modulation scheme is BPSK (Binary Phase Shift Keying).

DS-SS Transmitter Block Diagram

DS-SS Receiver Block Diagram
4. PROCEDURE :1. We connected CRO Channel-1 at Carrier Clock 1MHz (Ck) socket and observed it.

_______Waveform (T1)
2. We connected CRO Channel-1 at Bit Clock 6.67KHz (Bk) socket and observed it.
_______Waveform (T2)
3. We connected CRO Channel at RF Carrier socket 500KHz and observed the waveforms.
_______Waveform (T3)
4. We connected CRO Channel-1 at NRZ DATA 850Hz (NRZ) socket and observed it.
_______Waveform (T4)
5. We pushed PN start switch and observe PN signal. _______Waveform (T5).
6. We observed Spreading Code signal. _______Waveform (T6).

7. We observed DSSS signal with reference to NRZ data and Spreading code signals.
_______Waveform (T7).
8. We observed recovered spreading code at o/p of DSSS demodulator. _______Waveform
(T8)
9. We observed filtered spreading code at o/p of Low pass filter. _______Waveform (T9) and
kept noise level at minimum.
10. We observed received pure NRZ data at the output of Comparator. ______Waveform
(T10)
5. RESULTS :-

6. CONCLUSION :
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1. AIM : To study and analyze the Mobile phone on it’s trainer kit.
2. PRE-LAB REQUISITES :
1. Concept of mobile phones.
3. KIT REQUIRED :
Mobile phone trainer kit

4. THEORY :
A mobile phone (also known as a cellular phone, cell phone, hand phone, or simply a
phone) is a phone that can make and receive telephone calls over a radio link while moving
around a wide geographic area. It does so by connecting to a cellular network provided by a
mobile phone operator, allowing access to the public telephone network. By contrast, a
cordless telephone is used only within the short range of a single, private base station.

Block Diagram of Mobile Phone

(1) RF section:
This is where the RF signal is filtered and down converted to analog baseband signals. It is
also where analog baseband signals are filtered and then unconverted and amplified to RF.
(2) Analog Baseband / Voice band Codec:
This is where analog baseband signals from RF receiver section are filtered, sampled, and
digitized before being fed to the DSP section. It is also where coded speech digital
information from DSP section are sampled and converted to analog baseband signals which
are then fed to the RF transmitter section.
This is where voice speech from the microphone is digitized and coded to a certain bit rate
(13kbps for GSM) using the appropriate coding scheme (balance between perceived quality
of the compressed speech and the overall cellular system capacity and cost). It is also where
the received voice call binary information are decoded and converted in the speakerphone.
(3) DSP / Microprocessor:
The digital signal processor (DSP) is a highly customized processor designed to perform
signal manipulation calculations at high speed. The microprocessor handles all of the
housekeeping chores for the keyboard and display; deals with command and control signaling
with the base station and also coordinates the rest of the functions on the board.
(4) Flash Memory, ROM, SRAM (SIM card):
The ROM, SRAM, and Flash memory chips provide storage for the phone's operating system
and customizable features, such as the phone directory. The SIM card belongs to this
category; it stores the subscriber’s identification number and other network information.
(5) Power Management / DC- DC:
This section regulates from the battery all the voltages required to the different phone
sections.

5. CONCLUSION :
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1. AIM : To study and analyze the behavior of 3G network using cellular phone on the 3G
mobile trainer kit.
2. PRE-LAB REQUISITES :
1. Concept of 3G Technology.
3. KIT REQUIRED :
3G Mobile Trainer Kit
4. THEORY :
3G, short form of third Generation, is the third generation of mobile telecommunications
technology. This is based on a set of standards used for mobile devices and mobile
telecommunications use services and networks that comply with the International Mobile
Telecommunications-2000
(IMT-2000)
specifications
by
the
International
Telecommunication Union. 3G finds application in wireless voice telephony, mobile Internet
access, fixed wireless Internet access, video calls and mobile TV.
3G telecommunication networks support services that provide an information transfer rate of
at least 200 kbit/s. Later 3G releases, often denoted 3.5G and 3.75G, also provide mobile
broadband access of several Mbit/s to smart phones and mobile modems in laptop computers.
This ensures it can be applied to wireless voice telephony, mobile Internet access, fixed
wireless Internet access, video calls and mobile TV technologies.
ITU has not provided a clear definition of the data rate that users can expect from 3G
equipment or providers. Thus users sold 3G service may not be able to point to a standard and
say that the rates it specifies are not being met. It is expected that IMT-2000 will provide
higher transmission rates: a minimum data rate of 2 Mbit/s for stationary or walking users,
and 384 kbit/s in a moving vehicle, the ITU does not actually clearly specify minimum
required rates, nor required average rates, nor what modes of the interfaces qualify as 3G, so
various data rates are sold as '3G' in the market. Compare with 3.5G and 4G. In India, 3G is
defined by telecom service providers as minimum 2 Mbit/s to maximum 28 Mbit/s.
3G networks offer greater security than their 2G predecessors. By allowing the UE (User
Equipment) to authenticate the network it is attaching to, the user can be sure the network is

the intended one and not an impersonator. 3G networks use the KASUMI block cipher
instead of the older A5/1 stream cipher. However, a number of serious weaknesses in the
KASUMI cipher have been identified.
In addition to the 3G network infrastructure security, end-to-end security is offered when
application frameworks such as IMS are accessed, although this is not strictly a 3G property.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF 3G MOBILE PHONE TRAINER

The Mobile Trainer consists of following sections as shown in above figure.
(1) Antenna section: This section consists of Patch type antenna in U shape. The antenna receives RF signal from
Air and then it gives to Tuner RF section for amplification.
(2) Display Section: This section consists of LCD display. It shows calling numbers, Mobile service provide name
any many other functions.
(3) Key Section: This section consists of dialing keys. Keys are 0 to 9 digits, *, #, cancel, up, down, select and
power on keys. These keys are used to operate Mobile phone.

(4) SIM Card Section: The SIM card is used to operate mobile network.
(5) Battery section:
The battery provides power supply to different sections of Mobile phone.
(6) Input / Output Devices section:
This consists of Microphone (Mic), Loudspeaker (LS) and Buzzer. The microphone accepts
our voice and convert it into electrical signals. The Loudspeaker accepts electrical signals of
incoming voice calls and convert it into voice signal, which is heard by our ear. The buzzer
provides sound of different type of ring signals.
(7) Test Points:
The different test points are provided to observe different voltages and waveforms of Mobile
circuit. There are 16 test points named as T1 to T28. Ground Points are also available.
(8) Fault Switches:
The fault switches are used to create the faults to explain function of mobile circuit. There are
16 different faults switches. Normal Position of all fault switches is down side. When switch
is slide up side fault is created.
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1. AIM : To study and use the AT commands using GSM trainer kit to make voice call and
send messages
2. PRE-LAB REQUISITES :
1. Concept of GSM Technology.
3. KIT REQURIED :GSM Trainer kit.
4. THEORY :
AT commands are used to control MODEMs. AT is the abbreviation for Attention. These
commands come from Hayes commands that were used by the Hayes smart modems. The
Hayes commands started with AT to indicate the attention from the MODEM. The dial up
and wireless MODEMs (devices that involve machine to machine communication) need AT
commands to interact with a computer. These include the Hayes command set as a subset,
along with other extended AT commands.
AT commands can be run on any computer using GSM trainer kit either using FALCOM
software supplied with the kit or through hyper terminal of the system. Using the hyper
terminal window and connecting the kit through COM port to PC we can access the
mentioned command with the kit.
Here are some of the tasks that can be done using AT commands with a GSM/GPRS modem
or mobile phone:







Get basic information about the mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem. For example,
name of manufacturer (AT+CGMI), model number (AT+CGMM), IMEI number
(International Mobile Equipment Identity) (AT+CGSN) and software version
(AT+CGMR).
Get basic information about the subscriber. For example, MSISDN (AT+CNUM) and
IMSI number (International Mobile Subscriber Identity) (AT+CIMI).
Get the current status of the mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem. For example,
mobile phone activity status (AT+CPAS), mobile network registration status
(AT+CREG), radio signal strength (AT+CSQ), battery charge level and battery
charging status (AT+CBC).
Establish a data connection or voice connection to a remote modem (ATD, ATA, etc).













Send and receive fax (ATD, ATA, AT+F*).
Send (AT+CMGS, AT+CMSS), read (AT+CMGR, AT+CMGL), write (AT+CMGW)
or delete (AT+CMGD) SMS messages and obtain notifications of newly received
SMS messages (AT+CNMI).
Read (AT+CPBR), write (AT+CPBW) or search (AT+CPBF) phonebook entries.
Perform security-related tasks, such as opening or closing facility locks (AT+CLCK),
checking whether a facility is locked (AT+CLCK) and changing passwords
(AT+CPWD).
(Facility lock examples: SIM lock [a password must be given to the SIM card every
time the mobile phone is switched on] and PH-SIM lock [a certain SIM card is
associated with the mobile phone. To use other SIM cards with the mobile phone, a
password must be entered.)
Control the presentation of result codes / error messages of AT commands. For
example, you can control whether to enable certain error messages (AT+CMEE) and
whether error messages should be displayed in numeric format or verbose format
(AT+CMEE=1 or AT+CMEE=2).
Get or change the configurations of the mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem. For
example, change the GSM network (AT+COPS), bearer service type (AT+CBST),
radio link protocol parameters (AT+CRLP), SMS center address (AT+CSCA) and
storage of SMS messages (AT+CPMS).
Save and restore configurations of the mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem. For
example, save (AT+CSAS) and restore (AT+CRES) settings related to SMS
messaging such as the SMS center address.
There are two types of AT commands: basic commands and extended commands.



Basic commands are AT commands that do not start with "+". For example, D (Dial),
A (Answer), H (Hook control) and O (Return to online data state) are basic
commands.
 Extended commands are AT commands that start with "+". All GSM AT commands
are extended commands. For example, +CMGS (Send SMS message), +CMSS (Send
SMS message from storage), +CMGL (List SMS messages) and +CMGR (Read SMS
messages) are extended commands.

5. CONCLUSION :
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1. AIM : To study the VoIP implementation on VOIP Trainer kit.

2. PRE-LAB REQUISITES :
1. Concept of Voice Communication and Internet Protocol.
3. SOFTWARE REQUIRED :
VOIP trainer kit.
4. THEORY :
Voice over IP (VoIP) is a methodology and group of technologies for the delivery of voice
communications and multimedia sessions over Internet Protocol (IP) networks, such as the
Internet. Other terms commonly associated with VoIP are IP telephony, Internet telephony,
broadband telephony, and broadband phone service.
The term Internet telephony specifically refers to the provisioning of communications
services (voice, fax, SMS, voice-messaging) over the public Internet, rather than via the
public switched telephone network (PSTN). The steps and principles involved in originating
VoIP telephone calls are similar to traditional digital telephony and involve signaling,
channel setup, digitization of the analog voice signals, and encoding. Instead of being
transmitted over a circuit-switched network, however, the digital information is packetized,
and transmission occurs as IP packets over a packet-switched network. Such transmission
entails careful considerations about resource management different from time-division
multiplexing (TDM) networks.
Voice over IP has been implemented in various ways using both proprietary protocols and
protocols based on open standards. Examples of the VoIP protocols are:






H.323
Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP)
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)
H.248 (also known as Media Gateway Control (Megaco))
Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP)







Real-time Transport Control Protocol (RTCP)
Secure Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTP)
Session Description Protocol (SDP)
Skype protocol
Team speak

Local number portability (LNP) and Mobile number portability (MNP) also impact VoIP
business. A voice call originating in the VoIP environment also faces challenges to reach its
destination if the number is routed to a mobile phone number on a traditional mobile carrier.
VoIP has been identified in the past as a Least Cost Routing (LCR) system, which is based on
checking the destination of each telephone call as it is made, and then sending the call via the
network that will cost the customer the least. This rating is subject to some debate given the
complexity of call routing created by number portability. With GSM number portability now
in place, LCR providers can no longer rely on using the network root prefix to determine how
to route a call. Instead, they must now determine the actual network of every number before
routing the call.
Therefore, VoIP solutions also need to handle MNP when routing a voice call. In countries
without a central database, like the UK, it might be necessary to query the GSM network
about which home network a mobile phone number belongs to.
The experiment is performed after the installation of Skpye software on computer since it is a
service provider for VoIP and VoIP phone hardware driver software.

5. CONCLUSION :

